Summary. In a novel formulation of revealed preference analysis, Green and Osband [8] show that for expected-utility maximizers, acts partition the statesimplex into linear polyhedral blocks. The question naturally arises whether this characterization distinguishes expected utility theory from non-expected utility theories. This paper investigates the weighted utility theory of Chew [2] and shows that the corresponding partition is systematically dierent from the expected utility theory: the boundaries of the partition blocks are quadratic rather than linear. This result contains useful empirical contents. JEL Classi®cation Number: D81.
The basic model under consideration concerns an agent who chooses a best alternative among available acts. Acts are functions from a set S of states of the world to a set Z of consequences. The agent has a preference de®ned on the probability simplex DZ of consequences, and faces uncertainty as represented by a probability assessment p over states ( p P DS). Most treatments of choice under uncertainty deal with the simplex DZ. Recently, however, Green and Osband [8] took a new approach that directly partitions the probability simplex DS of the underlying states of the world themselves, according to the chosen act. Consider the following simple example for illustration. Everyday, a Londoner chooses between taking or not taking an umbrella with him, based on the weather forecast which is a probability assessment on three states, sun, rain or snow. The probability simplex on the three states is partitioned into two areas according to his choice, one for taking and the other for not taking an umbrella. This paper starts from the idea that the geometry of this partition can be a testable indicator about the agent's unobservable preference de®ned on DZ in the sense of Savage [15] . 2 Green and Osband's results show, for this particular example, that the two areas of the partition are divided by a linear boundary if the Londoner has expected-utility preferences. Although they also show conversely that any partition with a linear boundary can be generated by some expected-utility maximizer, one cannot dismiss a priori the possibility that maximizers of alternative objectives may also generate such partitions. Consequently, the Green-Osband criterion separates the expected utility theory from its alternatives only on the presumption that, were the agent behaving according to the latter, the boundary of the partition would not be linear.
The validity of this presumption is not straightforward. Since the preference determines the partition of DS, one may look for a geometric relationship between the indierence surfaces in DZ that fully represent the preference and the boundaries in DS that fully describe the partition. In particular, expected-utility functions are linear in DZ and so, the indierence surfaces are linear. Hence, the Green-Osband result establishes the following relationship: expected-utility preferences exhibit linear indierence surfaces in DZ and generate linear boundaries in DS. Moreover, we show in section 3 that the``quadratic'' counterpart of expected-utility functions exhibits quadratic indierence surfaces in DZ and generates quadratic boundaries in DS.
One naturally wonders if this sort of coincidence of curvature generalizes. In particular, whether preferences that are not expected-utility but still exhibit linear indierence surfaces in DZ, generate linear boundaries in DS as well. If so, the Green-Osband criterion would fail to distinguish between expected utility theory and its alternatives so long as they exhibit linear indierence surfaces. 3 In light of this, we focus on the weighted utility theory of Chew [2] , which is one of the most parsimonious generalizations of expected utility theory and preserves linearity of indierence surfaces.
The main result of this paper is a positive one for the Green-Osband test; Weighted-utility preferences generate quadratic boundaries, and under minor conditions these boundaries do not degenerate to linear ones. A clear empirical implication of this result is, therefore, that with adequate data on choices made at various assessments on states of the world, an inference can be made as to whether the agent behaves according to the expected utility theory or the weighted utility theory, by estimating the functional form of the boundary that separates one choice from another. In the Londoner's example, a quadratic curve separating the forecasts associated with the decision of taking an umbrella from those associated with not taking one would correspond to a weighted-utility maximizer, while a straight line separating them would correspond to an expected-utility maximizer.
Section 2 sets up the model and Section 3 investigates the curvature of boundaries rationalizable by alternative theories with the focus on the weighted utility theory. Section 4 contains a summary along with some concluding remarks.
Model
Let S fs 1 Y F F F Y s n g and Z f1Y F F F Y ug be ®nite sets of states of the world and of consequences, respectively. The simplices DS and DZ represent, respectively, the probability assessments that the agent might have concerning the state of the world and the random prospects over consequences. Typical elements of DS and DZ are denoted by vectors p and r, respectively. An agent is represented by a preference relation # de®ned on DZ.
An act is a function from S to Z, which is naturally extended to a linear function from DS to DZ; p P DZ is the random prospect that the act induces under an assessment p P DS. Given a preference # and a ®nite set of feasible acts A, de®ne the best-act mapping f X DS 33 A and the inverse mapping f À1 in the natural way:
An agent with an assessment p P DS would choose an act in the best-act set f p, and f À1 e is the set of assessments for which e & A is the best-act set. Generally, f À1 e may be empty or consist of one or more components. The collection ff À1 e T Y X e & Ag is called a behavior partition of DS. A partition cell is called a block if it consists of full-dimensional components, and is called a boundary if it consists of surfaces where a surface is a manifold of codimension 1 in DS. 4 Typically, a block is a subset of assessments for which one particular act constitutes the best-act set while a boundary is one for which one particular pair of acts do. It is visually obvious that f À1 fY g is geometrically the boundary between the blocks f À1 and f À1 . This boundary is the object of our interest.
Suppose that an agent's choice of act is observed at various assessments p P DS. Since only one act is chosen at each p, the observation does not unambiguously reveal every cell of the behavior partition. Nonetheless, given rich enough data, one can approximate the boundaries by surfaces that separate the observation points in one block from those in an adjacent block. In this sense, the shape of boundaries is a prominent feature of a behavior partition. If dierent classes of preferences systematically generate boundaries with dierent shapes, one can infer the nature of the preference by estimating the functional form of the boundary. This paper develops a criterion in terms of the curvature of boundaries that makes such inference possible between expected-utility and weighted-utility preferences as speci®ed below.
A preference # is represented by a utility functional X DZ 3 if
A preference # is an expected utility and a weighted utility, respectively, if it is represented by a corresponding utility functional described below:
Expected utility: r zPZ uzrz where u X Z 3 is an expected utility function;
Weighted utility: r zPZ uzwzrz zPZ wzrz where u X Z 3 is a utility function and w X Z 3 is a weight function.
Weighted utilities are a particularly interesting class to study because they were designed by Chew [2] to be as parsimonious a generalization of expected utilities as possible, subject to being able to accommodate the pattern of choices predicted by Allais' paradox. Speci®cally, the Independence axiom is weakened to the Betweenness axiom which still shares the implication that the agent's indierence surfaces among random prospects are linear. Typical preferences are well illustrated by the indierence curves in a triangle representing the probability simplex on three consequences; indierence curves are parallel straight lines for an expected utility while they are straight lines intersecting at a``focus point'' outside the triangle for a weighted utility. Expected utilities form a negligible subset (i.e., its closure has measure zero) of weighted utilities for which the focus point is at in®nity.
Given a preference # represented by a utility functional X DZ 3 , the boundary f À1 fY g is a full-dimensional subset of
Since this paper draws upon a characterization in terms of the curvature of f À1 fY g which coincides with that of s #, we do not distinguish these two nested surfaces for this purpose. To avoid triviality, we assume throughout that and are not identical acts. We refer to both f À1 fY g and s # as the``boundary between acts and '' to capture the idea that it is the geometric boundary between the two blocks of assessments for which and are chosen as the unique best act, respectively. Results of this section stated in terms of s # should be interpreted in this geometric context.
As will be shown, for the preferences considered in this paper, the equation in (1) is either linear or quadratic in p so that s # typically consists of linear or quadratic surfaces in DS. A quadratic equation is said to be linear factorizable if it is expressed as a vanishing product of two polynomials of degree one. If the equation in (1) is linear factorizable, s # consists of linear surfaces and consequently, the observed curvature is uninformative about the functional form of the equation. 5 The distinction between observed curvature and the functional form of the equation matters because empirical implications should be drawn from the observed curvature of s #. So, we investigate the shape of boundaries arising under alternative decision theories using the following categorization of curvature: a boundary s # is linear if it solves a linear or linear factorizable equation, quadratic if it solves a quadratic equation, and properly quadratic if it solves a quadratic equation which is not linear factorizable. Because a quadratic equation must be linear factorizable if the solution set contains a linear surface, we have Lemma 3.1. A quadratic boundary s # contains a linear surface if and only if it is not properly quadratic.
For utility functionals that are polynomials, characterization of the boundary is straightforward. Recall that acts are linear functions of p. If is linear or quadratic in its arguments, therefore, the equation in (1) is also linear or quadratic in p, respectively, and hence, so is the boundary. Furthermore, it immediately follows from de®nition that a linear or quadratic exhibits linear or quadratic indierence surfaces in DZ, respectively. This establishes the coincidence of curvature between indierence surfaces and boundaries for these utility functionals. Utility functionals that are linear are precisely the expected utilities and those that are quadratic are the quadraticutility preferences of Chew, Epstein and Segal [3] . 5 For example, p Lemma 3.2. If # is an expected utility (a quadratic utility, respectively), both the indierence surfaces and the boundary s # between acts and are linear (quadratic, respectively).
However, the characterization is not as obvious for utility functionals that are not polynomials. In particular, the coincidence of curvature does not extend to the class of weighted utilities. This is shown below. On the other hand, for a weighted utility , the composite function p is a fraction of two polynomials of degree one in p, and so is p. Hence, the equation in (1) is easily rearranged to be quadratic in p. This proves that the boundary s # is quadratic. h
From an empirical point of view, since quadratic surfaces may be linear as discussed earlier, it is essential to ask whether and when weighted utilities generate properly quadratic boundaries so that they are distinguished from expected utilities in their revealed choice patterns. The answer to this question depends on the precise speci®cation of the two acts that are best acts on the boundary. Below we completely characterize the pairs fY g of acts such that s # is necessarily linear under weighted utilities. Then, we verify that for any other pair fY g of acts, s # is properly quadratic for generic weighted utilities, i.e., except for a negligible subset of weighted utilities.
If an act, say , is constant in the sense that it leads to the same consequence regardless of the states of the world, then the weighted-utility level from is constant, i.e., p " v for all p P DS. Since p is a fraction of two polynomials of degree one under a weighted utility, the equation in 1 is linear and hence, so is s #.
Another obvious case generating linear boundaries is when there are only two states s 1 and s 2 so that DS is a unit interval. Then, the solution set to a quadratic equation consists of at most two points of the unit interval DS, which trivially constitute linear boundaries. With more than two states, conceptually the same argument applies if the states that are relevant in comparing the pair of acts in question are suppressed down to two distinct states. This is formalized below. Proposition 3.5. If one act in a pair fY g is constant or the pair are mirrorimages, the boundary s # between and is linear for every weighted utility #.
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Proposition 3.5 summarizes the ®ndings on the pairs of acts with linear boundaries under weighted utilities, and is proved in Appendix A. These pairs of acts are rather restricted, and practically more useful knowledge needs to accommodate more general pairs of acts. We verify that, for any pair of acts not covered in Proposition 3.5, the boundary between them is properly quadratic under generic weighted utilities. This result is formalized below and is proved in Appendix B.
Proposition 3.6. Consider a pair fY g of non-constant acts that are not mirror-images. The boundary s # is properly quadratic for every weighted utility # except for a closed subset of weighted utilities with measure zero.
Discussion
We showed that weighted utilities generate quadratic boundaries while expected utilities generate linear ones. In addition, we identi®ed the class of pairs of acts such that the quadratic boundary between the acts in each pair degenerate to a linear one under weighted utilities, and veri®ed for all other pairs of acts that the boundary is properly quadratic under generic weighted utilities. We argued that the former class of pairs of acts are very restricted: either one act is constant or the pair are mirror-images which eectively means that there are only two distinct states. In the particular case that the utility of an act is de®ned to be a state-dependent function of the act itself then, by de®nition, no act is constant and no pair of acts are mirror-images. In this sense, the empirical separation between the expected-utility theory and the weighted-utility theory as linear versus quadratic boundaries, has a wide range of applicability.
Quadratic boundaries are only a necessary condition for a behavior partition to be consistent with a weighted utility. Example 1 of Green and Osband [8] refutes the suciency when modi®ed to give slight quadratic curvature to the boundaries. A necessary and sucient characterization would require complementing the quadratic boundaries with an appropriatè`i ntegrability condition'' of a sort analogous to Green and Osband. This task is not straightforward and is beyond the aims of this paper.
Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 3.5
A proof for the case that one act is constant has already been provided in section 3. So, consider fY g that are mirror-images. We show below that s # solves a quadratic equation that is linear factorizable. For an equiv-alence class s j such that s j T s j , let r j denote the probability of s j calculated from p p 1 Y F F F Y p n P DS:
Suppose that fY g are mirror-images in the sense a) of De®nition 3.4 with two equivalence classes s 1 and s 2 . Firstly, if s j T s j for j 1Y 2, then r 1 r 2 1 and consequently, the equation representing s # is quadratic in a single variable, say r 1 . It is well known that this equation has at most two solutions, say r 1 rY r H . So, s # obviously solves a linear factorizable equation r 1 À rr 1 À r H 0. Secondly, if s 1 T s 1 but s 2 s 2 , then any p P DS satisfying r 1 0 is in s # because, being identical for states in s 2 , and lead to identical random prospects at those p. That is, the equation for s # is factored into r 1 and another linear factor, as desired.
Next, suppose that fY g are mirror-images in the sense b) of De®nition 3.4 with three equivalence classes where
Then, any p P DS satisfying r 1 r 2 is in s # because both acts lead to identical random prospects at those p. That is, the equation representing s # is factored into r 1 À r 2 and another linear factor, as desired. This completes the proof.
Appendix B: Proof of Proposition 3.6
By genericity argument, we only consider weighted utilities in
Throughout, we ®x a pair fY g of acts described in Proposition 3.6. We will show that Proof. i Let t & s # be a linear surface in DS. The surface t cannot coincide with a 5 S À 2-dimensional face of DS; if it does, all states (vertices) in this face would be equivalent by (2) and and would be mirrorimages. So, t must divide DS into two parts, one on each side of t , that contain at least one vertex each. We can choose s 1 from one part of DS and s 2 from the other such that s 1 T s 2 , i.e., s 1 (
We ®x any three states fs 1 Y s 2 Y s 3 g satisfying conditions ii and iii of Lemma A.1. We make a notational convention to use q and r for the assessments described in Lemma A.1, that is,1 Y 1 À q 1 Y 0 and r r 1 Y 0Y 1 À r 1 for some q 1 P 0Y 1 and r 1 P 0Y 1. Given q and r, de®ne the paths aY b X 0Y 1 3 DZ to be the random prospects induced by and , respectively, as the assessment moves from q to r:
at tr 1 À tq and bt tr 1 À tq We do not distinguish the functions a and b and their images which are linear line segments in DZ. By Lemma A.1, N 0 is negligible if the subset N f# P W X there exist qY r such that at $ bt Vt P 0Y 1 g 3 is negligible, which we prove below. The proof strategies dier depending on the dimension of the consequence-simplex to consider, i.e., on 5 f g where
It is obvious from condition ii of Lemma A.1 that
Case I. (E) a and b are not identical paths; if they were, and would be either identical or mirror-images. (F) at and bt are not two dierent points on the same edge for each t; if they were, the two vertices of the edge would be indierent, contrary to (2).
We say that paths a and b are parallel and denote by aaab if a1 À a0 and b1 À b0 are linearly dependent. In particular, they are parallel if one path is constant.
(G) If a and b are not parallel, it is visually clear that the indierence lines going through at and bt, t P 0Y 1, do not intersect at a single focus point (except at in®nity).
Now we prove (B). Consider # P N that is not an expected utility in DfxY yY zg, i.e., there is a focus point for indierence lines in DfxY yY zg. We show below that # must rank the middle points of two edges of DfxY yY zg identically.
Step 1: a and b associated with # must be parallel; This is immediate from (G).
Step 2: r 1 P 0Y 1; If not, i.e., r 1 0, then a1 b1 at a vertex, say z. Because and are not constant, a and b are not constant at the vertex z. By (C) and (E), then, for a and b to be parallel, they must be on the same single edge. This violates (D).
Step 3: At least one path is constant; To prove this, suppose on the contrary that neither path is constant. i Suppose one path, say a, is on one edge, say xy. For aaab subject to (D), it must be that q 1 r 1 . Then, a and b have the same length. So, indierence lines a0b0 and a1b1 either cross each other or else are parallel. Neither is allowed for #. ii Suppose neither path is on one edge. For aaab subject to (E) and (F), either a0 b1 and a1 b0 or a0 and b1 (or equivalently, a1 and b0) are two points on one edge. The former is possible only if and are mirror-images in the sense (b) of De®nition 3.4, and the latter necessarily implies crossing indifference lines. Neither is allowed.
Step 4: Finally, we consider the remaining possibility that one path, say a, is constant at a point on an edge, say xy. 3 z and b1 is the middle point of yz. Hence, # ranks the middle points of two edges of DfxY yY zg identically.
Because of higher dimension of the consequence-simplex, geometric arguments are complicated in this case. Instead, we will show that N has no interior point. Since N is a closed set, this proves that N is negligible.
Consider # P W represented by uY w as explained in section 2. The conditions at $ bt for t 0Y 1, are
Conditional on (4) and (5), routine calculation veri®es that the requirement a1a2 $ b1a2 is equivalent to the following condition:
We use these conditions to show that N has no interior. To reach a contradiction, suppose that uY w is an interior point of N so that equations (4), (5) and either (6a) or (6b) hold for some assessments q and r as described in Lemma A.1. We show below that (H) there exists ũYw P W arbitrarily close to uY w such that ũYwY qY r satis®es (4) and (5) but neither (6a) nor (6b).
Then, by continuity, s ũYw Dfs 1 Y s 2 Y s 3 g must contain a surface going through q and r but not the mid-point between them, i.e., a non-linear (hence, properly quadratic) surface. So, ũYw T P N by (A). This proves that N has no interior and the proof is complete. Now we show (H). We say a consequence i where Y and i 1Y 2Y 3Y is solitary if it is not induced by any other pair of act and state, i.e., i T H j unless H and j i. Proof. Since The remainder of the proof is entirely on the equation system consisting of (4), (5) and (6a) or (6b). If r 1 P 0Y 1, exact symmetry exists between and and between s 2 and s 3 . If r 1 0, and are symmetric and (2) implies 3 3 so that either 2 or 2 must be solitary by Lemma A.2 (b). Hence, in either case we may (I) assume without loss of generality that 2 is solitary.
Lemma A.3. For generic uY w P W, equations (4) and (5) do not hold simultaneously for q 1 r 1 P 0Y 1 or q 1 1 À r 1 P 0Y 1.
Proof. Equation (4) has two solution values of q 1 expressed in terms of, in particular, u 2 and w 2 . But, equation (5) has two solution values of r 1 independently of u 2 and w 2 because 2 is solitary. Hence, the solutions satisfy q 1 r 1 or q 1 1 À r 1 only if certain polynomials of v and w vanish, that is, only for a negligible subset of uY w.
( Hence, we assume q 1 T r 1 and q 1 T 1 À r 1 in (H). The next two lemmas prove (H).
Lemma A.4. For any uY wY qY r satisfying (4), (5) and (6a), there is ũYw arbitrarily close to uY w such that ũYwY qY r satis®es (4) and (5) but not (6a).
Proof. Setw 2 w 2 for any b 0. Then, (6a) is violated forw. Restore (4) by selectingũ 2 properly. Since (5) is intact, we found a desired ũYwY qY r. Lemma A.5. For any uY wY qY r satisfying (4), (5) and (6b), there isũ arbitrarily close to u such that ũY wY qY r satis®es (4) and (5) but not (6b).
Proof. Considerũ such that equality (4) (resp. (5)) holds at the same value as under u, while (5) (resp. (4)) holds at slightly dierent value from under u. Then, (6b) is violated forũ because only one side of (6b) changes its value from under u. We ®nd suchũ arbitrarily close to u. In the process, we use (J) 2 T 3 ; otherwise (4), (5) and (6b) for uY wY qY r imply q 1 r 1 contrary to our assumption above.
